Computational modeling continues to play an increasing role in the automotive design, development, and evaluation process. As vehicle technologies advance at a quick rate, researchers and manufacturers are challenged with not only keeping up with the state of the art, but also predicting and allowing for future design implementations. Computer based simulation plays an important role in supporting advancement of vehicle technology by assisting in systems engineering design processes. As the level of detail included in vehicle models increases, so does the accuracy of the results; but commonly at the cost of increased computational or system development time.
INTRODUCTION
Computational modeling continues to play an increasing role in the automotive design, development, and evaluation process. As vehicle technologies advance at a quick rate, researchers and manufacturers are challenged with not only keeping up with the state of the art, but also predicting and allowing for future design implementations. Computer based simulation plays an important role in supporting advancement of vehicle technology by assisting in systems engineering design processes. As the level of detail included in vehicle models increases, so does the accuracy of the results; but commonly at the cost of increased computational or system development time.
Many modeling tools have been used to simulate a wide range of vehicle types, technologies, and operational characteristics. Different objectives of these simulations can support different levels of detail and therefore acceptable uncertainty in the results. It is a requirement of the simulation end-user to account for the uncertainty that exists within the systems considered and to understand how uncertainty will contribute to the conclusions of any particular study. Simulations are commonly designed to represent a specific functional characteristic of the vehicles well, but can commonly be misconstrued to represent a wider range of operations than originally intended or validated. As these simulation tools continue to see more use in the academic and industrial automotive design world, they are subjected to more rigorous considerations and applications. The demand for high level details is pushed by an increase in systems engineering design methods that rely heavily on long design explorations through computational based models.
Uncertainty exists in all simulations. The magnitude of this uncertainty must be considered in comparison to the breadth of the results. A number of steps can be taken to evaluate an appropriate method for defining the uncertainty and associating it correctly to the simulation outcomes. The first step in determining uncertainty in a simulation is to classify the type of study being performed. From the type of study performed, objective outputs should be defined. The combination of study and objective type guides the study towards a set of simulation tools that have been specifically designed for that application (whether they exist or not). The second step of determining uncertainty is to define the systems under consideration and their respective data flows (inputs and outputs). The third step requires a detailed evaluation of the equations, assumptions, and parameters implemented in the simulation. The final step requires a validation of the system relative to the type of system and study originally defined. Only after each of these steps have been completed by the simulation developer and approved by the simulation user can the uncertainty of the vehicle simulation be accurately quantified. Each of these steps will be discussed in further detail in the following sections.
PURPOSE OF DESIGN STUDIES
The first step in evaluating uncertainty in vehicle simulation studies is to determine the type of study being performed. The type of study can most easily be classified based on its purpose. Within each of the study types, a different set of considerations must be applied to the uncertainty characteristics. Simulation studies can be classified into three main types: 1). Technical rankings 2). Representations of futures 3). System development and exploration As a subset of each of the three simulations types listed, simulations studies can be performed based on optimization techniques, design of experiments (DoE) parametric methods, or fixed-point formulations [1] . Optimization techniques can include a variety of algorithms ranging from linear programming to stochastic algorithms [2, 3] . Optimizations commonly define an objective and perform simulation iterations to approach the objective within a specified set of solution requirements. DoE parametric methods operate as design space examination approaches that provide a uniform evaluation of a specified range of parameters, inputs, or assumptions. Optimizations commonly differ from DoE studies as the number of simulation iterations increases, wherein optimizations continuously focus their design explorations and DoE studies remain consistently distributed. Fixed-point formulation studies rely on one or a few predetermined design space points and usually include much fewer simulation iterations. Fixed-point studies most commonly apply to simulation of a pre-specified system with no design exploration.
Technical ranking (TR) studies consist of simulation efforts aiming to evaluate vehicle options in relation to one another. One or many objective evaluation metrics such as fuel economy, system efficiency, total cost of ownership (TCO), or greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), have commonly been used in previous vehicle simulation studies. As with each of the three study types, TR can be performed as an optimization, DoE, or fixed-point study. Optimization TR studies consist of multiple independent optimization of systems such that optimal designs in different categories can be compared. DoE TR studies are performed similarly to optimization TR studies but with a more generalized design space consideration. Fixed-point TR studies intend to compare specific vehicle components or designs such as comparing a specific conventional gasoline vehicle with its matching hybrid model. The TR studies can be particularly sensitive to parameter value specifications but less sensitive to model structure. Details of these sensitivities and sources of uncertainty will be discussed in later sections.
Representations of futures (RoF) studies intend to provide predictions of future technology. These studies can exist in a variety of subsets including economic feasibility, technology limits, technology goals, policy fulfillment, and environmental and social interaction to name a few [4, 5] . RoF studies rely heavily on time sensitive predictions that are proposed to represent a projected future scenario. This type of study usually exists with an initial base simulation for the state of the art (SoA) technology and extends to a future time. Validation of RoF study can only accurately be performed as time progresses, but are commonly tested based on historical cases. RoF studies are asserted to be most sensitive to uncertainty in the assumptions made about future scenarios and definition of the technology SoA.
System development and exploration (SDE) studies aim to investigate the function of the vehicle or its subsystems. SDE studies can include such factors as controller development strategies, component design specifications, trade-off analysis, and scenario implementation. The scenario implementation discussed in the SDE section differs from scenarios from the RoF section as SDE scenarios are based on an available operational environment test case (i.e. different drive cycles) and RoF scenarios are based in a future condition. SDE studies can commonly be associated with Hardware in the Loop (HIL) development and testing. Model structure, including levels or detail, and equation specification, are much more sensitive sources of uncertainty for SDE studies than in the other two study types discussed.
SIMULATION TOOLS
Simulation studies can be performed using a number of commercially available and custom vehicle simulation tools. In most cases, each specific tool has been created with the intent of fulfilling a design study type need, but there are alternative options for combining multiple tools or developing a custom tool to meet study specifications. The methods used to develop different simulation tools differ in many ways including numerical solvers, direction of information flow, level or detail, organizational structure, and simulated system type. A few of the available simulation tools available as well as their background formulations are detailed in this section.
A multitude of simulation tools are currently available for design studies. One of the primary differences between these tools is the direction of information flow, or causality. Simulations for vehicles can exist in three configurations: forward facing, backward facing, or non-causal (acausal). All three of these simulation types operate in a time progressive manner, the direction of information flow refers to data within the model.
Forward facing simulations of vehicle systems refers to a model where controls and operation of the subsystems operate in a time-progressive feedback manner. For example, a forward facing vehicle simulation of an electric vehicle driving on a dynamometer schedule would follow the information path shown in Figure 1 . A dynamometer drive cycle velocity demand is fed to a system driver that provides a desired torque or throttle demand to the controller. The controller evaluates system limits and transmits the driver demand to the propulsion unit. The propulsion unit supplies tractive effort based on its limited operating conditions as well as calculation of resource/energy use. The resulting vehicle velocity is fed back to the driver and deviations can be accounted for in future commands. Forward facing simulations are generally representative of physical vehicle control systems, and are commonly used for controls development and HIL testing.
Figure 1. Forward facing simulation flow diagram
Backward facing simulations of vehicles have a similar general structure as forward facing simulations, but with different information flows. In backward facing simulations, shown in Figure 2 , it is assumed that a propulsive unit meets drive commands, and energy use can be calculated from the required tractive effort. Backward facing simulations are typically less computationally expensive than forward facing simulations due to a lack of information feedback and complex controls. It is more difficult for backward facing simulations to calculate maximum vehicle performance, such as maximum acceleration, because the simulations are not designed to predict operation of the components at their limits.
Figure 2. Backward facing simulation flow diagram
Non-causal simulations use a combination of forward and backward facing causality information flow. In some systems this can be implemented through switching calculation type. For example switching information can occur when a backward facing simulation reaches an event in the vehicle simulation where a required component operation is unavailable (e.g. a motor reaches its peak torque). In this case the drive cycle may not be met and continued simulation will require additional controller functionality to get the vehicle operation back on track -which occurs in a forward facing manner until normal operation resumes. An alternative noncausal simulation tool may have a combination of forward and backward facing calculations simultaneously. For example, controllers send commands in a causal information direction, but power flows through an epicyclical gear (planetary) in multiple directions.
Each of the simulation tools available differs in calculation methods and considerations. Table 1 provides a compiled list of some of the simulation tools, the developer of the simulations, and a little information about the simulation methods. Tools should be selected depending on the type of simulation being performed. Additional aspects of each of the simulation tools and how they relate to the uncertainty of the vehicle simulations will be described in later sections.
TYPES OF UNCERTAINTY
Uncertainty has classically been defined in many different ways depending on the systems that provide and measure the uncertainty [23] . The primary focus of this section is to understand the uncertainty that exists in vehicle simulations studies. Vehicle simulation studies most directly relate to uncertainties in simulation and computation methods, data acquisition from physical systems, and equation formulation. Secondary sources of uncertainty such as environmental random conditions, human error, and future forecasting must also be included but interact with the system at a higher level and can be ignored for some studies.
Uncertainty in vehicle simulations has been classified into three groups [12] :
1).
Type-1 uncertainty: Variability of input or parameters. Type-1 uncertainty is usually handled by providing distribution functions of the defined inputs and parameters when available.
2). Type-2 uncertainty: Similar to Type-1 uncertainty where variability exists in the inputs and parameters but without a known distribution. Fuzzy logic and evidence theory have been used for solutions.
3). Type-3 uncertainty: Uncertainty from an unknown process. This type of uncertainty is the most difficult to find solutions for.
Uncertainty can also be classified as either aleatory or epistemic [23] . Aleatory uncertainty pertains to information that can be represented by a distribution; epistemic refers to completely unknown factors. Type-1 uncertainty can be classified as aleatory, Type-3 uncertainty can be classified as epistemic, with enough testing it is likely that Type-2 uncertainty can also be described using a distribution of data; classifying it in the aleatory uncertainty.
Measuring error and uncertainty should include an understanding of the accuracy and precision of the data sets, wherein accuracy represents the measured difference between a predicted and measured value, precisions compares the distribution of the predicted and measured values. Models and simulations can be accurate without being precise or vice-versa. The measures of accuracy and precision can aid in identifying the sources of uncertainty. For example, an inaccurate but precise simulation may account for input distributions well, but use a parameter value that deviates from the value that should be used.
Control and dynamic systems define uncertainty by a difference between models and reality [23] . Error is the measure of the difference between some observed value and its prediction from a model or simulation. The uncertainty of simulations can be determined through combining the input parameter distributions, validation error, numerical approximations, and the other uncertainty types as presented in the following sections of this paper.
SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY
Uncertainty in vehicle simulation studies usually occurs from multiple sources. It is the responsibility of researchers to identify the primary sources of uncertainty in the simulation methods they are using and ensure that the uncertainty is properly accounted for in the simulation and results. A few of the identifiable sources of uncertainty include: system dynamics, numerical methods, parameters, assumptions, and validation criteria [24] . These five sources of uncertainty each fit into different portions of a simulation study as shown in Figure 3 . 
SYSTEM DYNAMICS UNCERTAINTY
Real world systems are highly dynamic. As these systems are modeled in a computational domain considerations must be made as to the frequency of solving different system equations. Continuous time step and fixed time step computational solvers have been used in vehicle simulation studies and will be discussed in more detail. Before selecting which solver should be used, an understanding of the rate of variable change in dynamic systems must be considered.
In the real world, changes in systems occur at an infinitesimally small time scale. A common way of considering these systems is to make measurements of the systems based on common unit measurements. For example, even though ambient temperature can be measured to as many significant figures as the measurement device allows, for vehicle systems only two significant figures are commonly used because the performance of most automotive systems is insensitive to small changes in temperature. This means that the computation of the ambient temperature in a vehicle system simulation only needs to occur such that changes can be accounted for at the specified level of detail. One way of determining the level of detail considered in system dynamics is to evaluate the compounded effect on computational solutions. Significant figure inclusion should be determined such that effects can be measured in the outputs and the magnitude of the uncertainty is less than the dynamic detail. For example, measuring the same ambient temperature introduced above to five significant figures is unnecessary if the uncertainty occurs up to one significant figure. Table 2 provides a few suggested dynamic time scales for system simulation from fuel cell [25] and hybrid electric vehicles [26] . Dynamic time scales should be determined for each calculation made in a simulation. As an example, a DC/DC converter operating at 50 kHz should not be modeled to provide dynamic output at 1Hz. Some subsystem time scales are more immediately identifiable such as Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) torque slew rates and switching frequencies, where others such as electrochemical reaction rates and thermodynamic interactions can be complex to implement without high levels of detail. Uncertainty occurs in dynamic vehicle simulation studies when the time scale of the systems is not accounted for. If the simulation calculation occurs at a slower rate than the dynamics of the system, then functional details can be lost. Loss of detail in the vehicle simulation leads to uncertainty. For example, if electric motor (EM) torque output is simulated at 0.5 Hz and the motor is capable of performing at 1 Hz, then important operational characteristics of the EM system may be absent from the simulation results. Figure 4 shows a sample comparison of a typical compact vehicle simulated on the FUDS 505 drive cycle at different frequencies (1Hz base frequency). Table 3 shows the results of the vehicle simulation from Figure 4 . It can be seen that removing dynamics from the system greatly influences energy use of the simulation, but does not affect the total distance traveled as much. It should be noted that both the energy and distance observed are calculated by cumulative integration of other values. The difference in dynamic influence is directly related to the rates at which each subvalue changes (power and velocity). A simplified comparison of simulation uncertainty incorporating system dynamics and simulation calculation causality is shown in Figure 5 . The uncertainty shown in Figure 5 is representative of validation error values found for simulation tools in each category when evaluating the prediction of simulated vehicle MPG. It can be seen in Figure  5 that as the complexity of the system dynamics and the model increases, the simulation uncertainty decreases, but at a decaying rate. The decaying rate exemplifies the diminishing returns on accuracy for increased simulation tool complexity. 
NUMERICAL METHODS UNCERTAINTY
The numerical methods used to define a vehicle simulation can greatly affect the uncertainty of the solutions.
The specific numerical methods discussed in this section pertain to the numerical approximation of physical systems as well as the simulation solvers used to perform the computations [27] .
Numerical approximation of real systems must occur in vehicle simulations. On a broad spectrum, any equation used to describe a physical system is in some way an approximation. Equations are defined for systems based on an inability to disprove, not on the ability to prove. Equations ranging from Kirkoff's Laws for electrical systems to aerodynamic drag are all approximations of real systems and have some inherent uncertainty, albeit usually very small. Progressing beyond physical system equations, it is not uncommon for vehicle system models to incorporate additional system numerical approximation such as quasistatic lookup tables and functional surface fits. When using these approximations the data supplied to formulating the initial approximation is finite and unable to represent every possible operational state of the system. For example, lookup tables are commonly used for efficiency approximation of ICE operation. Data points are supplied from test benches at finite points along predetermined dimensions such as speed and load. Although the data points may be considered to have low uncertainty based on the data acquisition method used, the operation of the ICE at conditions that lie between data points provide some level of uncertainty. It is usually the case that a very limited number of data points are supplied to these maps that immediately reduces the accuracy of the simulation as data located between measured points is probabilistic. Increasing the density of the data points taken can improve accuracy but can never absolutely match the operation of the physical system even in steady state considerations. A study performed by Echter [28] compares test data with simulated engine fuel maps for large diesels. Using only the engine subcomponents of the model, and feeding the test data engine speed and load directly into the simulation, fuel consumption (L/100km) errors averaging 2.7% up to 7.7% were found. These errors have been associated directly with missed system dynamics due to the numerical approximation of the system.
As was mentioned previously in this paper, simulation tools can use fixed or continuous time step equation solvers. Fixed time step solvers take predefined advancements in simulation time space and calculate solutions to the modeled equations at each progressive state. Variable time step solvers have the ability to dynamically calculate the necessary time step required to complete a calculation based on the dynamic response of the system. Systems and events that exhibit fast response, such as in hydraulic or electrochemical systems, can be calculated with appropriate computation when necessary since the time step taken is continuously changing to either increase or decrease the time scale considered. Variable time step solution methods commonly require increased amounts of computation when compared to fixed time step systems, although limits to the scale of step taken can be applied to reduce this [29] .
An example of a widely used vehicle simulation tool is Matlab/Simulink. Simulink has a variety of built in solver options including fixed and continuous time steps. Within the continuous time step simulation solvers, tests have been performed and recommendations made as to which systems the solvers should be used in. A simple comparison of the solvers available in Simulink is shown in Table 4 [26] . Many of the solvers available for vehicle simulation have calculation error tolerances that can be set by the user. These tolerances are used to determine calculation convergence at each time step for variable time step simulations. Simulations should be considered to always have uncertainty greater than the calculation error tolerance because of the compounding effect of solver error and other simulation uncertainty sources.
To demonstrate the numerical uncertainty found using different numerical solvers, a Matlab/Simulink demo simulation was used. The demo simulation was developed to represent a HEV powertrain. The EM was observed operating over 100 seconds of a FUDS drive cycle for three different solvers. The energy use results of the simulations are shown in Table 5 . Although the errors are fairly low, it should be noted that these are integrated values. The errors present in the example simulations would continue to propagate as longer dynamic simulations progress. The ode113 solver calculated value is set as the base value because of its claim for high accuracy. 
PARAMETER DEFINITION UNCERTAINTY
Depending on the study, uncertainty can come from a variety of sources. Parameters used in a simulation have error resulting from the measurement of the representative vehicle (i.e. mass or frontal area). Also, evaluation metric parameters such as component costs or upstream GHG emissions may contain error. Identifying errors within simulation, after simulation, or in both situations is a necessary task to quantifying the total simulation study uncertainty [1, 30] . Sources or parameter uncertainty can occur through the measurement of the parameter and in the definition and implementation of the parameter.
Parameter uncertainty that occurs on the input side of the simulation is associated with the definition of parameter values to be used in the simulation [31] . This source of uncertainty can arise from an inability to accurately measure a desired parameter, such as a fluid heat capacitance, without allocating for a wide range of assumptions. These types of parameter definitions are commonly prescribed at standard operating conditions for the vehicle system, but must be identified as sources of uncertainty, particularly if the system encounters non-standard operating conditions. Additionally, there is a source of uncertainty when taking measurements of desired parameters in that the specific measurement may not apply correctly to future systems [30] . An example of this can be presented though manufacturing inconsistencies of hybrid vehicle systems. When automotive battery packs are manufactured, individual cells are combined to form a completed unit. Due to manufacturing methods and material variation, the exact power and energy capacity of each cell may be slightly different. To minimize cell failure due to imbalances within the pack, each cell is sorted according to its performance and alike cells are combined to form a battery pack. This method attempts to minimize inconsistency between successive battery pack characteristics, but the inconsistency cannot be eliminated.
Implementation of parameters in vehicle simulation studies is a source for uncertainty in addition to the formulation of the parameters through measurement. Improved methods of allocating uncertainty exist in parameter definition such as applying a distribution to a given parameter. But, if the applied distribution is not used in the simulation study the uncertainty of the results increases. Approximations are not uncommon in parameter definition, but should be used sparingly and impacts should be measured. One common source of approximation uncertainty for parameters is scaling functions [32] . Many vehicle simulation tools allow for subsystem components to be scaled based on a defined factor, for example EM power scaling. The amount of uncertainty propagated through the simulation is sensitive to the inclusion of important factors in the scaling approximation. In the previous EM example where performance maps are used, if the motor power rating is scaled, correct peak torques, corner speed, efficiency, mass, and inertia calculations should also be performed to determine new operational characteristics. Although these scaling factors can be helpful in approximating a range of systems, as was discussed in the Numerical Methods Uncertainty section, uncertainty increases as data approximations are used further away from the measured values.
As an example of the effects of input parameter uncertainty, a midsized HEV was modeled using Autonomie simulated over the HWFET drive cycle. With the model, three simulations were run using the default ICE power and scaled powers 5% greater and 5% less than the default value. The resulting changes in MPG, CO 2 emissions, and electricity use are shown in Figure 6 . For changes in ICE power of 5%, all of the observed simulation results changed less than 1.5%; each with different magnitudes depending how sensitive the calculation is to the input parameter under consideration. Parameter uncertainty for model inputs can be accounted for most easily by including parameter distributions. Delorme [4] uses the input parameter distributions in a RoF studies to compare possible future fuels for passenger vehicles, accounting for uncertainty in the prediction of future technology scenarios. 
UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED WITH ASSUMPTIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS
A few of the sources of uncertainty in vehicle simulations associated with assumption include constraints, initial and boundary conditions, and stochastic environments. To improve simulation, boundary conditions can be applied to vehicle simulation subsystems and components to either limit operation based on control strategy, or to enforce physical limitations that have been observed during data acquisition but have not accurately been modeled. An example of boundary conditions includes ICE fuel injection rates. In vehicle simulations without highly detailed ICE models fuel rate functions or quasi-static maps have been used [28] . To account for situations where the engine may behave differently than standard conditions allow, such as over speeding or rotating backwards, constraints are applied to mitigate inaccuracy [30] . These constraints may not be physically accurate of the system being modeled.
Another type of uncertainty associated with constraints assumptions involves the design space. When DoE and optimization design studies are performed there is a possibility that limits will be applied to the allowable range of design variables [2] . Occasionally these assumed limitations can have functional requirements, such as having an ICE with a negative power rating, but other times they may intend to limit the scope of the design space exploration such as not considering an ICE greater than 400 kW. Uncertainty in design space limitations of the second type can be identified particularly in RoF and TR studies because possible desirable designs may be excluded from the study unintentionally.
Initial conditions and simulation environment assumptions affect study uncertainty similar to parametric definitions, but differ in application due to increased amounts of randomness. One common example of this type of uncertainty lies in vehicle-road interactions. Many vehicle simulation design studies assume a uniform road surface with ideal friction interactions. More advanced vehicle models attempt to simulate road slip conditions such as uniform pavement, gravel, or even ice but require higher computational costs due to increased detail. Exclusion of stochastic road environment conditions has been shown to cause certain amounts of uncertainty in many of the design objectives such as fuel economy, controls system design, and system robustness. In reality minor imperfections cause systems such as traction control to function that can greatly change vehicle operational characteristics. External dynamics such as cornering, which cause power distribution changes in the differential, are usually neglected. Most simulations are assumed to occur in a straight line over drive schedules that are not representative of realistic vehicle operation. Gopal et al shows with multiple simulation tools that curved vehicle paths can reduce vehicle fuel economy (MPG) by ∼25% for the same operating speed [13] .
VALIDATION CRITERIA An area of uncertainty that can be easily overlooked is the evaluation of vehicle simulations with validation criteria. Whether validation of a simulation is considered at the subsystem component of vehicle system level, uncertainty must be considered on both the model side and the physical system side [27] . The uncertainty that can be associated with data acquisition from physical systems was already discussed briefly throughout previous paragraphs. Validation criteria uncertainty sources are more concerned with the methods of validation.
When performing simulation validation, it is not enough to just compare simulation and test data graphically. Graphical comparisons of data sets may appear reassuring to an observer, but offer no mathematical basis for an accurate validation. Advancing slightly beyond simple graphical comparison, linear fitting of simulated and test data correlations can offer a metric for measuring accuracy and precision of simulation tools. Statistical t-tests and p-value analysis offers another metric for analysis. Rebba et al [33] suggests the use of Bayesian methods to ensure statistical comparisons between test and simulation data that is defensible. Very few of the vehicle design simulation tools and studies examined as background for this paper included statistically defensible validation methods beyond visual comparison.
The method of simulation validation performed should always be associated with the objective outputs of the simulation study. For example, if a study is focused on evaluating fuel economy of different vehicle designs, then the simulations should be validated through comparisons of simulated and real vehicle fuel economy. Brooker et al [16] show validation performed for NREL's Future Automotive Systems Technology Simulator (FASTSim) using a variety of vehicle architectures, allowing for extensibility of applying the simulation tool to many vehicles. All except for one of the vehicle validated for FASTSim produced fuel consumption errors within 10% as shown in Figure 7 . As another example, if a design study aims to conduct control system development, then validation should be performed on the physical system relative to changes in control strategy. For a controls system validation, it is likely that time and event specific operation should be validated instead of only end-oftest accumulated values such as fuel economy. Mismatching of simulation validation criteria with study objectives can be identified as a major source of uncertainty in many studies. For example, the vehicle modeling and simulation tools ADVISOR and PSAT have been developed and validated with vehicle fuel economy studies [8, 20, 34] . Researchers and other vehicle simulators continue to perform studies on vehicle control system development with the simulation tools listed above, without proper validation of the simulations representing their systems. A second validation criteria area of uncertainty lies in the correctness of the criteria. A prominent example is the simulation of vehicles over limited drive cycles. Studies that conduct vehicle simulation over drive cycles must be careful to consider that the results are only representative of the drive conditions simulated. Thus, a study performed for vehicles operating on a city driving schedule should not claim results for all operating conditions. Additionally, the validation of such driving can be increasingly difficult because of human error interactions. Unless validation vehicle systems are tested solely with HIL and computer controls, dynamometer or real world driving with people should be considered a source of uncertainty when comparing simulation and physical validation criteria.
A few simulation tools have been validated using other simulations tools [20, 35, 36] . This approach can be successful if the validation criteria for the original simulation tool and the second simulation tool match, but can lead to increased uncertainty if not. When simulation models are validated using other simulation model, there is an advantage of being able to compare transient simulation values directly and observe more variables than may be available from vehicle testing efforts. The problem with compounding validation is that uncertainty can be misleading. For example, PAMVEC was validated using ADVISOR [20] . There was a 20% error between ADVISOR's total energy use calculations and PAMVEC's simulation of similar vehicles. ADVISOR is claimed to have 10% uncertainty for total energy use, creating the potential for ∼30% total energy use uncertainty through error compounding in the two simulation tools. To reduce this uncertainty PAMVEC was also validated using vehicle test data, showing ∼10% error for fuel consumption (MPG equivalent) for a fuel cell HEV.
MEASUREMENT OF UNCERTAINTY
Uncertainty should be measured based on the objective evaluation metric. Within the vehicle study type performed, objectives should have been defined at the beginning of the study process. The same metrics that are being used to quantify the outcome of the simulations should be used for validation and uncertainty quantification.
Researchers using vehicle simulation tools should be aware of the uncertainty that exists in the models they incorporate into studies. A broad investigation to find documentation for validation and uncertainty in different simulations tools returns limited information. Table 6 lists a few of the validation error values for different simulation tools. The objective evaluation metric used to perform the validation for each tool is also listed. In each validation case, different assumptions are inherent such as the drive cycle used, environmental conditions, etcetera; the assumptions are not included in Table 6 and should be investigated for specific studies. The simulation tools listed in Table 6 have been used in a variety of vehicle design studies. A few of the studies that have been documented in literature are listed in Table 7 along with the design objective evaluation metrics, simulation tools, and results margins. The results margins for these studies represent the deviation found between options within the study. For some of the studies the option is choosing between vehicle technologies or fuels, for others it can be improved control methods over a baseline vehicle, etc. The results margin is important in these studies because in order for the researcher to present a valid conclusion, the difference between two design options must be greater than the uncertainty for the respective simulation tool. If the results margin is not larger than the validation error (and thus the uncertainty) then there is a probability that the results of the study may compare differently. Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of how results margins and simulation uncertainty interact to determine validity of solutions. The existence of the non-conclusive region for the overlapping uncertainty within the results margin is undesirable. Fully defensible solutions would not contain a non-conclusive region.
One issue that arises in some of the simulation validation is the fine tuning of systems to get the desired results (fuel economy, acceleration, etc.). For example, controller parameters may be optimized so that a vehicle model with a simple controller produces results closely matching test data, when in fact the actual vehicle control system is likely to be much more complex. Although the tuning of the system may work well for a single case, it is not necessarily representative of real vehicle operation. For example, Cao [44] presents validations methods for PSAT using a PHEV converted Toyota Prius. The standard PSAT PHEV Prius model has 9% error for fuel consumption (L/100km) for CD operation, but with fine tuning of control strategy the error is reduced. The limited nature of the test case control tuning may lead to increased errors in other facets of the simulation such as different drive cycles.
Compounding uncertainty exists as design processes build upon one another. Uncertainty present in different portions of the simulation is combined together and is likely to culminate in amplification of result uncertainty. This effect increasingly promotes proper understanding of the uncertainty included in the simulations used to perform vehicle studies. A graphic representation of the uncertainty propagation through a simulation study is provided in Figure 9 . Propagation of uncertainty in complex vehicle models can only be determined directly from the models being used. Some combinations of uncertainty can lead to increases in result uncertainty. By limiting the sources of uncertainty that are introduced to a study, the overall results uncertainty can also be controlled.
DISCUSSION
By considering the sources of uncertainty in vehicle simulation studies we can understand more quantitatively the capabilities and weaknesses of vehicle simulation studies that have been performed. Investigation of previous vehicle design studies shows a lack of uncertainty consideration. Scientifically valid studies should include an accurate account of all information sources so that the uncertainty can be quantified. By including all of the uncertainty types presented in this paper (dynamics, numerical methods, parameter definition, assumptions/simplifications, and validation) future vehicle simulation studies can be improved. It is the job of the simulations tool developer to fully document the uncertainty that exists within their system, and the job of the researcher and simulation tool user to account for this uncertainty in conclusions that they develop.
One example of how the use of uncertainty consideration can improve a simulation study (other than just providing defensibility) is in simulation optimization. One of the major factors in performing an optimization is determination of convergence criteria. If the objective function metric has predetermined uncertainty, then the progression of the optimization should be considered converged when the difference between current iteration and the optimal answer are within the uncertainty range. Fellini [6] uses ADVISOR to optimize fuel economy, as an example, and should have set the optimization convergence criteria to be 5% (to be consistent with validation error and uncertainty). Accurate determination of the convergence criteria will affect the iterations necessary to complete the optimization and may even have changed the solution if the convergence criterion was set too broad. Based on the information compiled through the development of this paper, the sources of uncertainty in vehicle simulation can be ranked according to their influence on uncertainty (% error). Figure 10 shows each of the five sources of uncertainty ranked from greatest to least influence. The ranking of the uncertainty sources is not definitive as each source has a probability of being either high or low depending on how they are applied. For example, even through Assumptions and Simplifications are ranked as contributing relatively high uncertainty, a researcher could develop highly detailed models that include few assumptions. The order of influence proposed incorporates finding based on literature and investigations from available sources as an average uncertainty found in each of the uncertainty sources.
SUMMARY
As demand for vehicle simulation increases in both academic and professional areas, so does the requirement for accuracy within the simulations. To improve the accuracy of these vehicle simulations, researchers must account for uncertainty. Uncertainty can come from a wide range of sources throughout the simulation study process beginning at the determination of the type of study being performed and progressing through the evaluation of the study results. This paper quantifies the different types of uncertainty that exists within state of the art vehicle simulation studies and identifies areas that are important for future studies to consider. An extensive literature review has been performed and the combined conclusions of numerous sources have been integrated with author viewpoints to develop and broaden understanding of uncertainty in vehicle simulation studies.
